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ORDER

This matter is before the Commission on its own motion. In 1987, the

Commission completed Administrative Case 297 which, inter alia, involved the

consideration of opening Kentucky's retail natural gas market to competition." In that

study, the Commission concluded

The Commission recognizes the effect of competition at the
retail level in natural gas supply. The Commission
encourages the efficient allocation of physical and financial
resources and recognizes that competition may be a means
to achieve this. A reduction in regulatory barriers to
transportation should promote this goal. Thus, competition
will be directed to the actual cost of the gas itself. This is
desirable, as the cost of gas is the largest single factor in

any gas sales rate, and is where the greatest savings may
be achieved

Although early regulatory reforms in the natural gas industry were targeted

toward large-volume customers, the desire for small-volume customers to also have

competitive choices in selecting the providers of their natural gas supply has been more

'ee Administrative Case No. 297, An Investigation of the Impact of Federal
Policy on Natural Gas to Kentucky Consumers and Suppliers (Ky. PSC May 29, 1987)
A copy of the Commission's final Order in Administrative Case No. 297 is attached
hereto as Appendix A

Id., at 24.



widely expressed in recent years. The General Assembly's broad grant of authority

regarding the "rates" and "service" of utilities includes the discretion to allow natural gas

local distribution companies to open their own service areas to competitive markets.

Thus, in 1998, the Commission completed Administrative Case 367, which was a

collaborative forum for addressing issues relating to "gas unbundling."'n 2000, the

Commission authorized Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc. ("Columbia" ) to establish its

CHOICE program on a pilot basis. The pilot program has been subsequently

reauthorized twice and is still in effect.'oreover, while Columbia's retail competition

pilot has been implemented through amendments to its tariff, we are aware that other

states have taken greater steps to formalize the establishment of a competitive retail

natural gas market through legislation.

Kentucky's General Assembly has expressed an interest in this policy area. In

letters to members of the General Assembly dated November 3, 2008 and December 7,

2009, the Commission responded to inquiries from legislators and industry stakeholders

regarding competitive natural gas retail market considerations. The Commission's

See Administrative Case No. 367, The Establishment of a Collaborative Forum
to Discuss Issues Related to Natural Gas Unbundling and the Introduction of
Competition to the Residential Natural Gas Market (Ky. PSC July 1, 1998).

Case No. 99-165, The Tariff Filing of Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc, to
Implement a Small Volume Gas Transportation Service, to Continue Its Gas Cost
Incentive Mechanisms, and to Continue Its Customer Assistance Program (Ky. PSC
Jan. 27, 2000 and Order on rehearing May 19, 2000).

Case No. 2004-00462, Application of Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc. to
Implement a New Small Volume Gas Transportation Service, a Gas Price Hedging
Plan, an Off-System Sales and Capacity Release Revenue Sharing Mechanism, and a
Gas Cost Incentive Mechanism (Ky. PSC Mar. 29, 2005); Case No. 2008-00195, The
Application of Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc. to Extend Its Small Volume Gas
Transportation Service (Ky. PSC Nov. 7, 2008).
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November 3, 2008 letter identified 21 specific safeguards that should be included in any

competitive market structure. In the December 7, 2009 letter, the Commission

responded to specific requests that a comprehensive study of opening the retail market

to competition be conducted. The Commission stated that any such study should

broadly take into account three subjects:

The nature and extent of the relationship between existing
natural gas local distribution companies who will continue to
deliver natural gas to retail customers and new, third-party
suppliers of the natural gas commodity.

The nature and extent of the relationship between third-party
natural gas suppliers and the retail customers they hope to
serve.

The nature and extent of the relationship between third-party
natural gas suppliers and the Commission as the regulatory
authority for such third parties."

The Commission also indicated that many issues would arise within each of

these three broad subjects.

During the course of the General Assembly's 2010 regular session, House Joint

Resolution 141 was enacted and signed by Governor Steven L. Beshear on April 12,

2010. In the Resolution's preamble, it is stated:

...It is the policy of the Commonwealth of Kentucky to
ensure that Kentucky natural gas customers receive reliable
natural gas services at fair, just and reasonable rates; and

...In order to ensure price transparency and to create
purchasing options for consumers, and with the
understanding that competition is reliant upon properly

The safeguards are set forth in Appendix B.

Letter from Commission Chairman David L. Armstrong to Senator Robert
Stivers, Representative Eddie Ballard, and Representative Keith Hall, dated
December 7, 2009.
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structured markets supported by both regulated and
competitive business entities, natural gas retail competition
programs should be

evaluated.'n

furtherance of this objective, the Resolution directs the Commission to

"commence a collaborative study of natural gas retail competition programs to

determine if benefits could be derived from these programs, and to determine whether

natural gas retail competition programs could be crafted to benefit Kentucky

consumers."'n directing this study, the General Assembly has provided guidance on

what elements should be considered, including:

1. The role of the Commission in a competitive marketplace;

2. The obligation to serve;

3. The supplier of last resort;

4. Alternative commodity procurement procedures;

5. Non-discriminatory access to services offered;

6. Codes of conduct for marketers and affiliates of regulated utilities;

7. Billing which should include the desirability of the purchase of receivables;

8. Certification of suppliers;

9. Transition costs;

10. Stranded costs;

11. Uncollectibles;

12. Disconnections;

Kentucky General Assembly 2010 Regular Session, House Joint Resolution
141, at 1.
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13. Steps necessary to maintain system integrity;

14. Access to pipeline storage capacity; and

15. Impacts of new natural gas retail competition programs on existing utility

services and
customers."'lthough

we do not read this guidance to be exhaustive, it will certainly form the

core of our investigation. The Commission is pleased to establish this proceeding for

the purpose of studying the issues raised by the General Assembly.

WHEREFORE, on the basis of the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:

1. This matter is established as an investigation of natural gas retail

competition programs to determine if benefits could be derived from these programs,

and to determine whether natural gas retail competition programs could be crafted to

benefit Kentucky consumers.

2. Each jurisdictional natural gas distribution utility with 15,000 or more

customers in Kentucky is hereby made a party to this proceeding. Any jurisdictional

natural gas distribution utility with less than 15,000 customers in Kentucky may seek to

participate by filing a timely motion to intervene.

3. The parties shall appear for an informal conference on April 27, 2010 at

2:00 p.m., local prevailing time, at the Commission's offices in Frankfort, Kentucky.

4. Any requests to intervene in this proceeding shall be filed with the

Commission on or before May 28, 2010.

5. At any hearing in this matter, neither opening statements nor

summarization of direct testimony shall be permitted.

"'d. at2.
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6. All documents that this Order requires to be filed with the Commission

shall be served upon all other parties.

7. The Executive Director shall cause a copy of this Order to be sent to the

Attorney General, natural gas marketers that are currently operating in Kentucky

pursuant to a tariff on file with the Commission, representatives from consumer groups,

and representatives of all classes of customers that have in the past frequently

intervened in proceedings of this nature.

By the Commission
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2010-00146 DATED 4' 9 )ll)gl
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE TEE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE IMPACT OF )

FEDERAL POLICY ON NATURAL GAS )
TO KENTUCKY CONSUMERS AND SUPPLIERS )

ADMINISTRATIVE
CASE NO. 297

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUNQ

The natural gas industry is undergoing fundamental change

accelerated by the phased removal of wellhead price controls and

the issuance of Order Nos. 351, 380, and 436 by the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission ("FERC"). The Commission issued an Order on

January 17, 1986, instituting an investigation of the natural gas

markets in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. This Order is intended

to set forth a consistent and clear policy that will balance the

inter sts of consumers and local distribution companies.

The Commission's Order of January 17, 1986, requested i.nfor-

mation on market share and technical aspects of the distribution

network. The Order requested comments from all in,terested parties

on questions regarding regulation, natural gas transportation,

bypass, federal policy changes, acquisition practices, competi-

tion, and unbundling of rates. All natural gas utilities under

the Commission's jurisdiction were made parties to the proceeding.

A public hearing was conducted at the Commission's offices in

Frankfort, Kentucky, on April 1, 1986, for the purpose of

receiving further comments.



On September 30, 1986, the Commission issued an Order

requesting comments on a Draf t Order reflecting proposed positions
and policy guidelines. A subsequent Order was issued on December

15, 1986, requesting testimony concerning specific questions. A

public hearing was conducted at the Commi ssion' of f ices in

Frankfort, Kentucky, on January 7, 1987, for the purpose of

receiving further comments on the Draft Order and the testimony

requested in the December 15, 1986, Order.

Motions to Intervene in this proceeding were received from

Alcan Aluminum {"Alcan"), Alumax Aluminum ("Alumax"), the Attorney

General of the Commonwealth of Kentucky ("AG"), Entrade Corpora-

tion ("Entrade"), GTE Products ("GTE"), Kentucky Industrial

Utility Customers {"KIUC"), National-Southwire Aluminum Company

("NSA"), Southern Gas Company ("Southern" ), and Southwire Companv

("Southwire"). These moti-ns were granted without exception.

On January 30, 1987, a Motion to Intervene was received from

Jimmy Hamilton Oil 9 Gas, Inc. The Commission hereby grants the

motion,

Comments were received from Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc.,
("Columbia"}, Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation ("TCO"),

Columbia Gulf Transmission Corporation ("Columbia Gulf" ), Delta

Natural Gas Company, Inc., ("Delta" ), Elam Utility Company

{"Elam"), Equitable Gas Company ("Equitable" ), Johnson County Gas

Company ("Johnson Co."), Kentucky Ohio Gas Company ("Ky-Ohio" ),
Kentucky Legal Services, Louisville Gas and Electric Company

{"LG&E"), Midwestern Gas Transmission Corporation ("Midwestern" ),



Shawnee Pipeline Company ("Shawnee Pipeline" ), Stan< Energy

Corporation ("Stand Energy" ), Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company

{"Tennessee"), Texas Eastern Gas Pipeline Company ("Texas

Eastern" ), Texas Gas Transmission Corporation ("Texas Gas"), The

Union Light, Heat and Power Company ("ULHQP"), Valley Gas, Inc.,
("Valley" ), Western Kentucky Gas Company ("WKG"), Xebec Gas Com-

pany ("Xebec" ), the AG, GTE, KIUC, and Southern.

CURRENT STATUS

The revolution of the natural gas industry in Kentucky is

evident in the tariffs of certain local distribution companies

("LDCs") filed with this Commission. The five Class A distribu-

tion companies in Kentucky have rates in effect for natural gas

transportation apart from natural gas sales rates. These com-

panies are Columbia, Delta, LGaE, ULHaP, and WKG.

In 1985 the Commission approved tariffs for Columbia and

ULHGP making interruptible natural gas transportation available to

customers who could demonstrate access to a cheaper alternate

fuel. The tariffs allow both companies the flexibility to lower

the transportation rate, as necessary, to compete with alternate

fuels. Transportation has been available only by special contract

to customers without an alternate fuel capability.

LGsE, NKG, and Delta offer interruptible transportation for

commercial and industrial customers that have secured their own

natural gas supply. The tariffs of these companies do not require

an alternate fuel capability for transportation service.

Generally the transportation rates are based on the gross

margin; that is, they are designed to recover the costs included



in gas sales rates less the cost of gas. Demand charges incurred

by the LDC attributable to customers that opt for transportation

may also be included in the rates.
As further explained in successive paragraphs, LDCs have

designed various tariffs offering service to meet the needs of

end-users. Each of these tariffs is a marketing tool developed

enable the LDC to compete with other gas sources and/or alternate

fuels,

WKG offers a transportation rate of 15 cents per MCF to

deliver gas from its storage, This gas must have been purchased

by the customer from WKG for seasonal storage. Delta offers an

off-system transportation rate of 2S cents per MCF by contract to

any person who desires transportation of gas purchased from

another source that has connecting facilities.
Columbia offers two types of special sales rate tariffs to

meet competition from alternate fuels. Columbia's Alterna'te Fuel

Displacement Service ("AE'DS-2" ) is a variable pricing tarif f which

tracks the price of f2 fuel oil. The sales price for gas may vary

between the Columbia sales rate, per the applicable rate schedule,

and a floor rate equal to the commodity charge cf TCQ plus 10

cents. Qn May 2, 19S6, the Commission approved as experimental

Columbia's "Special Interim Agency Service" ("SIAS") tariff. It

is offered on a best efforts basis (interruptible), available over

a 12-month peri,od to certain commercial .and industrial customers

who can demonstrate that gas purchased will replace alternate

fuel. The rate is set monthly as determined by the highest cost



portion of "snapping volumes" plus Columbia's transportation

plus a 5 cent agency fee. The agency fee is credited to other

customers through Columbia's Gas Cost Adjustment.

On April 18, 19B6, the Commission approved on an experimental

basis UI H6P's proposed "Competitive Fuel" tariff. The rate is

based on ULHsP's highest cost source of spot market purchases plus

the company's transportation rate plus a 5 cent agency fee. This

is also a best efforts tariff similar to Columbia's SIAS tariff,
with the agency fee being credited o other customers.

DEFINITIONS

To aid in understanding the Commission's responsibilities in

the natural gas sector a summary of definitions follows:

Utility — Per KRS 27B.OlO (3) (b) (c)

(3} "Utility" means any person except a city, who owns
controls or operates or manages any facility used or to
be used for or in connection with:

(b} The production, manufacture, storage, distribution,
sale or furnishing of natural or manufactured gas, or a
mixture of same, to or for the public, for compensation,
for light, heat, power or other uses;

(c) The transporting or conveying of gas, crude oil or
other fluid substance by pipeline to or for the public,
for compensation;

Per KRS 278.470

Every company receiving, transporting or delivering a
supply of oil or natural gas for public consumption is
declared to be a common carrier, and the receipt, trans-
portation and delivery of natural gas into, through and
from a pipeline operated by any such company is declared
to be a public use.



Intrastate Pipeline — Per KRS 278.504

(1) ...means any utility or any other person engaged in
natural gas transportation in intrastate commerce, for
compensation, to or for another person or to or for the
public, but shall not include any part of any pipeline
dedicated to storage or gathering or low pressure dis-
tribution of natural gas;

Interstate Pipeline — Per KRS 278.504

(2} ... means any person engaged in natural gas trans-
portation subject to the jurisdiction of the federal
energy regulatory commission under the natural gas act
or the natural gas policy act of 1978;

Local Distribution Company — Per KRS 278.504

(3) ... means any utility or any other person, other
than an interstate pipeline or an intrastate pipeline,
engaged in transportation or -local distribution of
natural gas and the sale of natural gas for ultimate
consumption, but, shall not include any part of any pipe-
line primarily used for storage or gathering or low
pressure distribution of natural gas;

Intrastate Commerce — Per KRS 278 '04
(4) ... includes the production, gathering, treatment,
processing, transportation and delivery of natural gas
entirely within the Commonwealth which is not subject to
the jurisdiction of the federal energy regulatory com-
mission under the natural gas act or the natural gas
policy act of 1978;

Transportation — Per KRS 278.504

(5) ... includes exchange, backhaul, displacement or
other means of transportation;

Class A LDC - Per Uniform System of Accounts

A local distribution company having annual gas operating
revenues of $ 2,500,000 or more.

Broker

A broker is a person engaged in the practice of arranging
supply and transportation of natural gas for specific
customers. Brokers do not take title to the gas and
possess no physical plant.



A dealer is a person engaged in the practice of pur-
chasing gas and arranging for its supply and transpor-
tation to customers. Dealers may take title to the gas
but maintain no physical plant.

Transporter

A transporter is a utility engaged in the practice of
arranging transportation and supply of natural gas. A
transporter may or may not take title to the gas but does
maintain facilities for the transportation of natural
gas.

Least-cost Purchasing

Least-cost purchasing is the optimal strategy that
includes supplier reliability, supply contracts (long and
short term) and other factors in addition to cost to
obtain a firm supply of gas.

Merchant Function

The merchant function is defined as the purchase of
natural gas for resale.

Unbundling of Service

Unbundling of service is the process by which a utility
identifies the services available and assigns a separate
rate for each service.

End-User

An end-user is a retail customer; one who consumes
natural gas at the burner-tip.

OEUECTI'VES

Recognizing that trade-offs between competing interests are

necessary, the purposes of this investigation are as follows:

To ensure that all customers of an LDC have the oppor-

tunity to benefit from increased competition in the natural gas

industry.



To maintain the economic and financial we11-being of -he

natural gas distribution industry in Kentucky.

To expand the Commission's oversight of natural gas

acquisition practices by LDCs.

To examine the Commission's authority in fulfilling its
mandate to assure fair, just, and reasonable rates for natural gas

customers in Kentucky.

To examine the extent to which LDCs should offer a

variety of services in order to keep large volume end-users on

their systems,

To encourage the economic use of natural gas produced in

Kentucky.

After reviewing the testimony and data in this case, the

Commission finds that its policies should be formulated to meet

the following objectives:

1. To assure that LDCs pursue all avenues to acquire the

lowest cost wholesale natural gas for their customers. This

effort must not endanger the firm supply upon which many customers

are dependent.

Most residential and commercial customers must rely on the

LDC to purchase natural gas for them. Such customers realistical-

ly cannot arrange for their own natural gas supply or transporta-

tion due to the size and seasonality of their use. Historically,

LDCs have relied on the interstate pipelines which purchased from

a large portfolio of suppliers thus offering a reliable supply of

gas to the LDCs. As interstate pipelines elect to become more



involved in the transportation of gas {and move away from bearing

the risk of the entire merchant function) LDCs must accept greater

respcnsibility for maintaining a reliable and available supply of

natural gas for customers who are paying for such service.

The Class A LDCs should prepare to assume more of the mer-

chant function. In the pursuit of least cost wholesale natural

gas, Class A LDCs should evaluate renegotiating their long term

contracts and study the use of interstate and intrastate trans-

portation services to gain access to spot market gas ~

2. To promote the use of the existing retail distribution

system by customers who arrange for their own supplies of na.tural

gas»

In order to provide the most efficient system for gas distri-

bution the Commission wants to avoid or minimize duplication of

facilities. The Commission is of the opinion that transportation

rates can be designed that will encourage use of the existing

distribution network. Those customers who cannot realistically

arrange for their own supply will benefit from contributions to

fixed costs by other customers who are capable of arranging their

own supply. Retaining former retail sales customers as retail

transportation customers maintains a contribution to system costs.

Encouraging natural gas transportation increases the access of

large volume end-users to lower priced natural gas supplies.

Large volume end-users must have access to spot market natural gas

to be competitive with other areas of the country that are encour-

aging use of alternate suppliers. As large volume end-users



evaluate methods of reducing production costs, energy expense

one factor that they consider. The Commission wishes Co encourage

economic activity in Kentucky by eliminat.ing unnecessary barriers
to less expensive sources of energy.

3. To provide a regulatory framework in which the LDCs can

effectively compete to supply large volume end-users.

As LDCs assume more responsibility for the merchant function

of acquiring natural gas and transportation rates allow them to be

more competitive, the economic incentive to ma,intain full service

customers wi ll increase. The Commission will evaluate programs

that the LDCs may propose to compete for the lar ge volume end-

users.

4. To encourage Class A LDCs to participate in competition

at the wholesale level for natural gas supply,

Although the Ccmmission sees merit in the national program to

have interstate pipelines become primarily provi.ders of transpor-

tation services, the fact remains that there is much uncertainty

at this time. Requests for Order 436 transportation tariffs are

entangled with take-or-pay proposals at the Federal Energy Regula-

tory Commission {"FERC") and the entire order is being debated in

Docket No. SS-1811, et al., before the United States Cour t of

Appeals for the District of Columbia. Thus the Commission can

only encourage LDCs to folio~ closely the activities of their

pipeline suppliers and announcements by the federal government to

further deregulate wholesale natural gas markets.

—10-



5. To establish a regulatory framework that is appropriate

to the new structure of the natural gas indu.stry.

In determining the degree of regulation of emerging companies

in the natural gas retail sector, the Commission does not want to

respond to deregulation at the national level with an unnecessary

increase in regulation at the state level.

6, To evaluate unbundling of services and development of

appropriate cost allocation methods.

The record in this case indicates Class A natural gas utili-
ties and large volume end-users support unbundling of services as

a means of encouraging competition. The Commission believes a

study of each utility's cost allocation is a prerequisite to

revising tariffs for unbundled services. The Commission will

consider the results of such studies and the impact on individual

customers in determining appropriate rates for unbundled services.

Unique Features of the Natural Gas Industry

Some background on the natural gas industry and its regula-

tion is important for understanding the current environment. Due

to the special characteristics of the industry, the federal

government has regulated the price of natural gas through a vari-

ety of regulatory mechanisms since 1938. One of these character-

istics is the degree of vertical integration. Companies owning

transmission lines and controlling production companies have fre-

quently been affiliated, raising questions of whether prices have

been determined by arms-length negotiations. Another character-

istic is the incentive required to encourage continued exploration

-11-



for new reserves. Since natural gas is an exhaustibl.e resource,

the pricing system must be designed to encourage continued explor-

ation for new reserves. This exploration is capital intensive.

Another feature of natural gas production is the allocation
of production wells to intrastate and interstate markets, Over

the years the interplay of natural gas committed to one market or

the other has affected pricing. Prior to the Natural Gas Policy

Act of 1978, producers attempted to avoid price regulation by

dedicating newly discovered reserves to intrastate markets. Due

to the nature of the natural gas industry, la.rge producers are

able to respond to regulatory programs by withhold.ing reserves or

reducing exploration for new reserves.

Producer contracts with pipeline companies often contain a

take-or-pay clause which requires pipelines to p y fo- a certain

volume of gas regardless of use. Most LDCs rely on pipeline com-

panies to supply natural gas and are essentially price-takers.

The structure of supply contracts in conjunction with near

monopcly distribution service creates an inefficient market.

Federal Regulatory History

The structure of the natural gas industry has led to the need

for government intervention. Initially, the Federal Power Commis-

sion ('PC )g pr8decsssor 'to FFRCg focused its efforts on estab-

lishing the interstate price for large producers and assumed small

producers would adjust their prices accordingly.

In 1962 the FPC changed to a system of area rates for pro-

ducers. The producers were opposed to area rates, and drilling

-12-



ror new reserves fell 50 percent between 1960 and 1970. The

of discovery of new reserves was a fact, or Chat 1ed to natural gaa

shortages in the 1970's and the passage of the NGPA in 1978.

In 197~ the FPC implemented nationwide rates for producers

based cn two pricing mechanisms. The FPC set the price for cld

gas in the interstate market while the price for new gas in the

interstate market was to be determined by market conditions at the

time. The price for new gas was expected to be sufficiently high

to encourage exploration.

During the shortages of the 1970's, the FPC permitted special

60-day emergency sales. The prices charged by producers for emer-

gency sales were often double the cost-based rates. This resulted

in producers holding back available supplies, speculating that the

prices would go even higher. The FPC then agreed to allow higher

prices for regulated gas and extended price regulation to natural

gas in intrastate markets to achieve more stability of supply and

price in the long run.

The NGPA further required FERC to allo~ pipelines to pass

through the cost of their natural gas purchases to their custom-

ers, unless fraud and abuse could be shown. The statute defined

fraud and abuse as any concealment or negligent misrepresentation.

The ability of a producer to hold back reserves led state consumer

advocates to suspect large producers of withholding low-priced

reserves and moving higher priced gas.

About the same time, the world price of oil dropped. Oil and

natural gas are substitutes in many industrial processes. As the

-13-



pr ice af oil dropped, industrial end-user s switched to oil.
pipelines and LDCs saw their sales declining.

ln Kentucky, all Class A LDCs experienced a drop in demand.

Columbia saw demand by residential and commercial customers fall
by 20 percent and 70 percent by industrials.l ULH6,P,2 Delta,3
NKG, and LGGE experienced dramatic declines as well. The

4 5

decline in demand by residential and commercial customers can be

attributed to conservation resulting from increasing gas prices
and warmer weather, The loss of industrial demand, however, was

primarily the result of the drop in oil prices.
Transition, 1982-1985

ln 1982 the decade-long rise in the producer's price of

natural gas began to level off. Ho~ever, between July 1982 and

July 1983, the price of gas sold by interstate pipelines rose.
Again, the price-sensitive industrial end-users reacted strongly.

Pipelines responded with action at both ends to reduce prices
and lessen contractual take-or-pay liabilities. They renegotiated

supply contracts, exercised "market out" clauses, and insisted on

Columbia response to Commission's Order
1986, Question Mo. 2.

dated January 17,

ULH&P response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1.986,
Question No. 2, pages 2, 3, and 4.

Delta response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 2, page 2.

WKG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question Mo. 2, page 6.

LGE E response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question Ho. 2.

-14-



mo e favo able terms in new cont acts wit h producers

tion, pipel ines devised va ious ma ket-segmenting

indus t ial end-users.

To assist the pipeline' market diversification, FERC

app»oved a series of special mar keting programs ("SMPs" ) . The

SHPs allowed a pipeline to terminate a purchase contract with a

producer and instead arrange to transport the gas to an end-use»

that purchased directly from the producer at a reduced price.

FERC also expanded its "blanket certif icate" programs granting

generic approval for certain kinds of transportation service.

On May 10, 1985, the District of Columbia Circuit Court found

the SMPs and blanket certificates to be discriminatory and invali-
6dated both programs.

Aware that the pipelines were facing a dilemma of growinc

natural gas supplies, high prices tied to long-term contracts, and

reduced demand, FERC had been considering changes in its regula-

tory framework. The Circuit Court decision spurred FERC to

formalize a proposal.

On May 30, 1985, FERC announced its plans in a Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking ("NOPR'). The NOPR would advance the pro-

competitive features of the earlier programs whi.le eliminating

their discriminatory aspect. All customers ~ould be allowed

nondiscriminatory access to transportation service for natural

gas. If effective, a fully competitive market could evolve trom

6 Maryland People's Counsel v. FERC, 761 F.2d 768 (D.C. Ci
1985), and Maryland People's Counsel v. FERC, 768 F.2d 450
(D.C. Cir., 1985).



the producer to tne end-user . Any market pcwer of the pipel nes

~ould extend only to transportation services which would

subject to cost-of-service regulation.

The Cour parts of the NGPR would, first, a.liow pipelines to

provide transportation with conventional certification. Second,

an "optional, expedited certification" procedure would be offered.

Third, pipelines accepting the optional certification procedure

should be granted a "safe-harbor" for recovery of certain take-or-

pay expenses that would be assumed prudent. Fourth, pipelines

accepting the optional certification procedure should be subject

relaxed regulation of gas sales rates. This is a part of

broader attack on rolled-in pricing of natural gas.

On October 9, 1985, FERC issued Order 436, its final rule

entitled "Regulation Of Natural Gas Pipelines After Partial

Wellhead Decontrol." The stated purpose of the final rule was:

.to assure that commodity and transmission prices
for natural ga,s between the wellhead and burner-tip
would be clear and accurate and consistent with the
requirement of the Natural Gas Act of 1938 that rates
and practices be just and reasonable and not unduly
discriminatory, or preferential.

The final rule established a framework for setting just. and

reasonable rates and practices for the sale and transportation of

natural gas in, interstate commerce. FERC authorized an effective

date of November 1, 1985, for transportation of natural gas under

the provisions of Order 436.

33 FERC 61,007 "Regulation of Natural Gas Pipelines Aft.er
Partial Wellhead Decontrol," page I-10.



The final rule has certainly shaken the gas industry.
e'he

record in this case indicates that the pipelines who serve

Kentucky, except for CGT and TCO, have been slow to adopt the

Order 436 approach. The effective date for transportation has

been extended by F'ERC at least thr'ee times since the final rule

was issued.

Given. federal deregulation, the transition from monopoly

competition has become the responsibility of state regulatory

commissions. The task confronting state regulators is to decrease

the probability of unnecessary economic dislocation and ensure

that the transition occurs at a minimum cost to all regions and

groups. The question is not whether competition can exist; the

fundamental question is how competition can function in the public

interest.
The transition has forced LDCs to confront the problem of

public utility obligations in a marketplace where the ground rules

are changing. LDCs face potential challenges in both the world of

competition and the world of regulation.

PSC JURISDICTION

At the conclusion of the hearing on January 7, the Commission

requested briefs from the parties on the subject of its jurisdic-

tion. The briefs generally reflect the particular interests of

each party. The Commission has taken a broad view in determining

the most appropriate degree of its regulation. The result is a

comprehensive regulatory framework, one that attempts to adapt to

the activities of the industry as a ~hole.

-17-



Dur ing the course or this proceeding, it. became evident thar,

there are a vari.ety of companies that fall within the definition
of utili ty under KRS 278, but which are not now regulated. These

are companies involved in the production, sale, distribution, and

transportation of natural gas. In order to protect the public and

fairly enforce the statute, the Commission intends to regulate all
entities that fall within the scope of the statute. It is essen-

tial that the Commission maintai.n an oversight role in the tradi-

tional aspects of the industry, although it may not be necessary

to regulate to the same extent all aspects of natural gas related

utilities. The Commission will look at new competition and regu-

latory proposals from the perspective of improving the
LDCs'bility

to compete on the retail level with alternate fuels and

alternate transporters in the interest of all ratepayers. Accord-

ingly, the Ccmmission endeavors to structure its regulation to be

compatible with the marketplace.

The Ccmmission does not want to respond to deregulation at

the national level with an increase in regulation at the state

level that ~ould stifle competition. However, to meet the Com-

mission's goals and uphold its legislative mandate, regulatory

intervention is .necessary. The Commission believes that it has

sufficient authority to carry out its duties, but will continue to

monitor the needs of the public and the industry to determine the

propriety of amending that authority. In addition to the statu-

tory definitions, the Commission believes it is necessary to

define emerging methods of conducting business in order to main-

tain effective regulation in the natural gas industry. There is



no standard definition of marketer" of natural gas, However,

significant number of comments were received concerning the Com-

mission's regulation of "marketers." The services of marketers

vary from one to another. Therefore, the Commission is estab-
lishing, on pages 6 and 7 of this Order, working definitions of

broker, dealer, and transpcrter, all of which may have been pre-

viously considered as marketers.

The initial level of discussion concerning the Commission's

regulatory approach is the wellhead. Producers traditionally have

not been closely regulated. Neither their services nor rates have

presented the Commission with the need to monitor on a wide scale.
Changes in the gas industry could create situations where the Com-

mission should become more involved. However, given the present

competition in the marketplace, as discussed in the following

section, the Commission finds there is no necessity to increase

the degree of rate regulation of producers. The comments of the

parties fully support this position.

The next level of activity involves transporters. Given the

increase in demand for, and the provision of, transportation, the

Commission finds it necessary to regulate any company that trans-

ports gas to the public for compensation. This includes any

entity--producer, pipeline company, distributor or other person(s)

--that has facilities used to transport gas. This is necessary in

order to provide efficient use of existing facilities, avoid dup-

lication of facilities, assure nondiscriminatory transportation,

and encourage use of locally produced gas. The Commission is of

the opinion that the facilities, practices, and services of

-19-



transpor ters must be regulated to assure compliance wi th ci-e

objectives of this proceeding, while the rates charged for sue:h

transportation may be determined in the marketplace,

The final level of regulatory activity concerns distributors

and sales of gas to end-users. Traditionally, the Commission has

exerted full rate-base and facilities regulation of these enti-
ties. The Commission will continue to do so, The rates charged

end-users, whether residential, commercial or industrial, remain a

prime concern and are best maintained at reasonable levels by con-

tinuing revie~. The market may allow rates in certain competitive

areas such as production and transportation to be somewhat self-
regulating. However, because there is no real price competition

at the retail sales level, the Commission must retain its histori-
cal role as a substitute for the marketplace.

In summary, any utility selling gas to the publ,ic, whether it
has historically been considered as producer, transporter, LDC, or

otherwise, is subject to full rate-base and facilities regulation.

The Commission considers the public to be one or more end-users.

The sale of gas to the public supersedes other business activities

of a utility and subjects it to aforesaid level of regulation.

For example, a pipeline company or producer that generally trans-

ports gas, but which sells some of its gas to an end-user, will be

considered a distributor and seller of natural gas. In order to

maintain fair and effective regulation of all companies engaged in

similar activities, equivalent oversight of comparable activities

is required. Pursuant to KRS 278.485, farm taps are exempted from

this regulation.



Certain other entities, i.e., brokers and dealers, wer

reviewed dur i.ng the course cf th is proceeding to determi ne the i r

place in the changing gas industry. At this time, the Commission

finds it is unnecessary to regulate brokers and dealers. Both

entities are engaged in arranging supplies of gas. While this may

affect other phases of the market, the market realities of such

activities are sufficient to be self-regulating. The Commission

is aware that there are companies engaged in utility activiti.es
pursuant to KRS 278 that were previously unknown or did not con-

sider themselves subject to regulation. The Commission finds that

all utilities, which have not previously done so, should file
their current tariffs, system maps, and a description of their

business
activities'ubsidiary

Operations

As brokers and dealers are to be unregulated, the Commission

is of the opinion that it should continue to allow LDCs to operate

subsidiaries for the same purpose. The subsidiary will be unregu-

lated as are other brokers, but the Commission will review the

operation of. t.he regulated company to determine that no cross-

subsidy occurs. The Commission reserves the right to examine the

books and records of the subsidiary. In the interest of fair com-

petition, information known to the subsidiary must also be availa-

ble to other brokers.

COMPETITION

In the Order establishing this proceeding, the following

questions were asked: "Should the Commission encourage competitive

markets i,n natural gas supply and in transportation services2"
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The responses indicate the Commission should encourage competition

in retail natural gas supply and retail transportation services.
However, there were divergent opinions on the meaning of increas-
ing competition in the retail sector of the natural gas industry.

Stand nergy and KIUC believe the Commission should encourage8 9

competition in all markets related to natural gas supply including

gas sales, brokerage, transportation, and storage. In the opinion

of Entrade, the Commission should encourage competition to insure

responsive prices for all customers including captive customers.

In xebec's opinion, the Commission should encourage competition by

prohibiting LDCs from operating brokering/marketing affiliates,ll
Southwire believes that the price of gas and the fee for delivery

service should both be set by competitive market forces.l2

Although Class A LDCs generally suDport pro-competitive

pol.icies, they have expressed concern about the impact on their

tradii ional role as a reliable supplier and the regulatory

ncumbrances that will affect their ability to compete in retail

Stand Energy response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 18.

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18, page 16.

Entrade Notion to Intervene dated February 6, 1986.

Xebec response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18, page 5.

Southwire respcnse to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Statement of Purpose, page 2.



supply and t ranspor tation markers. Both Delta13 and 'G~~""

expressed concern that as competition increases, services may

become less r eliable. Delta is of the opinion that all

competitors should be regulated to the same degree. WKG thinks

competitive markets should result in "cost-of-service"

According to Columbia, the Commission should encourage competition

in a manner that avoids duplication of facilities and ensures

uniform regulation.

The AG summed up the situation by stating .its reason for

participating in this case as follows:

To encourage the Commission to adopt a market driven,
jobs producing, innovative regulatory policy for the
competitively driven sector of the natural gas market
and a system of reasonable regulato~~ controls for the
noncompetitive segment of the market.

Large volume end-users were asked what factors limit their

participation in competitive natural gas markets, KIUC's response

is representative of the other responses in citing three factors:

one, restrictive tariffs of interstate pipelines and hesitation in

Delta response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18, page 15.

I,G&E response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 10e, page 2.

Delta response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18, page 14.

WKG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18, page 26.

Columbia response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 18, page 24.

AG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986, page
4,
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adopting Order 436; two, re.strictive tariffs of L,DCs; and, three,

excessive transport, ation rates. 19

GTE stated that high transportation costs withi n the state
limit its
markets,

participation in competitive retail nat.ural gas

Southern believes its output could be increased

substantially if present hindrances to competition were eliminated

and transportation capacities to local and interstate markets were

made available.

The Commission recognizes the effect of ccmpetiti on at the

retail level in natural gas supply. The Commission encourages the

efficient allocation of physical and financial resources and

recogni zes that competition may be a means to achieve this. A.

reduction in regulatory barriers to transportation should promote

this goal. Thus, competition will be directed to the actual cost

of the gas itself. This is desirable, as the cost of gas is the

largest single factor in any gas sales rate, and is where the

greatest savings may be achieved.

ACQUISITION PRACTICES

In January 1985 the provisions of the NGPA that were linked

to the deregulation of natural gas prices at the wellhead became

effective. Concurrently, FERC proposed changes to the regulation

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
page 17

'TE

response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18b, page 18.

Southern response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, page 9.
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of interstare p pelines chat were incended co promote compec.c,o,

One of FERC's goals was co allow LDCs access to a larger number

suppli rs in order to cake advantage of lower wellhead prices.

One of the Commission's purposes in this case was to deter-

mine the need for change "in, or expansion of, its oversight of

LDCs'as acquisition practices in order to encourage participa-

tion in wholesale natural gas markets. Most of the responding

LDCs indicated they expected some change in their acquisition

practices. LG6E expressed the concern of several LDCs that least-

cost gas be made available to its customers:

T.f given access to nondiscriminatory transportation
services, the company expects to exercise its right to
participate in the spot market for a portion of its gas
supply, )hus possibly realizing even greater short-term
savings.

LDCs are also quite concerned that the dependability of supply,

necessary to serve firm customers, not be jeopardized, This

concern is evident in Columbia's statement:

Columbia intends to purchase only firm gas supplies to
meet the requirements of its firm markets. Whether that
firm supply is purchased from interstate pipelines or
directly from producers or brokers, vill depend upon
supply auailabili)~, price, transportation rates and
pipeline capacity.

The AG considered the acquisition review, proposed in the

Draft Order, as desirable but indicated the Cormission's proposal

might not go Ear enough. The AG suggested a statewide econometric

LGaE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 10b, pages 1 and 2.

Columbia response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
19B6, Question No. 10b, page 2.



model or gas sharing arrangements among LDCs a.s being more afrec-
tive in efficientl.y meeting the demand for gas.~4

The LDCs indicated Further areas of concern: designing con-

tract provisions to accommodate the changing market, avoiding

take-or-pay exposure, taking advantage of spot-market purchases,

evaluating deliverability of suppliers to ensure dependable ser-
vice and tying gas prices to other fuel prices. As Delta stated,
the primary concern is to maintain supply and market

flexibility. TCO, Columbia Gulf and all of the Class A LDCs

-tressed that while LDCs have an obligation to pursue least-cost
gas for their customers, the purchases and contracts entered into

must be consistent with preserving a reliable supply,

Although one of the Commission's objectives is to direct
Class A LDCs to acquire least-cost wholesale natural gas, there

continue to be market barriers in the wholesale gas market. The

primary barriers are the slow movement by interstate pipelines in

actually moving gas under Order 436 and the reluctance of pro-

ducers to renegotiate high take-or-pay contracts. Despite federal

regulatory efforts to the contrary, allocation of pipeline capa-

city by interstate pipelines that have declared themselves open

transporters is also a barrier.

Among the questions asked in this docket was: "What factors

limit LDC participation in competitive natural gas markets?" As

24 AG's response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986.

Delta response to Commission' Order dated April 18, 1986,
pages 1 and 2.



LGaE explained, most LDCs are current.ly unable to reduce their

sales contract demand with their wholesale suppliers and replace

them with firm transportation service. 26 Columbia believes

participation is limited by existing contracts, limited access to

spot markets and regulatory constraints. Delta raised the dis-27

crimination question of reduced rate service to some customers as

a potential obstacle,

Several commenters mentioned regulatory constraints as an

obstacle to participation in competitive natural gas markets. The

Commission initiated this case to examine the appropriate rcle of

regulation in the natural gas sector given the federal policy

changes, and has determined that the public interest requires an

increased oversight role in the area of natural gas acquisitions.

In anticipation of changes in gas procurement, Class A. LDCs

should examine their forecasting methodology and their ability to

accurately project natural gas demand. As supply contract periods

change, better information on demand will assist the LDC in match-

ing demand with the least cost supply. Class A LDCs should expect

an inquiry into forecast methodology by the Commission as pa,rt of

the acquisition review process.

LG&E response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18a, page 12.

Columbia response to Commission's Order dated January 1.7,
1986, Question No. 18a, page 24.

Delta response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18a, page 15.



The Commission believes that Class A LDCs should consider new

contract provisions to obtain natural gas at market clearing
prices. These provisions could include, but are not limited to,
shorter term contracts, annual price renegotiation, or linking

price to an indicator that changes with market conditions.

The Commission encourages Class A LDCs to diversify their

wholesale suppliers to the extent necessary to take advantage of

lover wellhead prices and maintain reliable supply. Pursuant to

KRS 278.507 (1), it vill be the policy of the Commission to facil-
itate greater use of natural gas produced or available for produc-

tion within the state, where this can be done vithout detriment to

the other ratepayers. In addition, pursuant to KRS 278.274 the

burden vill be on the utility to defend the company's portfolio of

suppliers, the extent to which lever cost gas supplies have been

pursued, the terms of new supply contracts, and the reliability of

supply to those customers dependent on firm supply service.

Maintaining a reliable supply of natural gas is not simple,

especially in light of federal deregulation. Given these changes,

the Commission will thoroughly investigate and evaluate
LDCs'uture

purchasing plans and their effect on consumer rates and

supply reliability. The framework for this evaluation for Class A.

gas utilities will differ from that for all other gas utilities.
A more structured approach is being esta,blished for Class A LDCs

to ensure that they are active in deregulated markets and they

seek to obtain the least-cost reliable supply of natural gas.

When asked about the timing of acquisition reviews, LDCs gave

somewhat varying opinions. Delta was of the opinion that the
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fi st review should come du=ing the next =ate case

company. WKG thought the eviews should begin at once;29 30

suggest d a delay of one year.. 31 Delta, LGaE, and ULHgP
32 33 34

fel t. an annual eview was too f auent and not cos t ef fe tiv

suggesting every 2 ta 3 years instead; Columbia was conce ned

about regulatory lag and suggested timing periodic eviews to f it
into each company' planning cycle. 35

De 1 ta would t. ime the

reviews coincident with the "normal gas year" beginning sovembe

l. 36 LG&E suggested conducting the reviews in late winter or

early spring, and ULH6 P the first or second quarter. Several37 38

of the LDCs pointed out that the purchased gas adjustments

( "PGAs" ) af fard the Commiss ion an on-going opportunity to moni tor.

acquisitions.

The Commission plans an in-depth annual eview of the

purchas ing practices of each Class A LDC. Although termed

review, the focus will be prospective in nature and will f it, as

Transcript of Evidence ("T.E."), January 7, 1987, page 30.

Ibid., page 120.
31 Ibid., page 80.

Ibid., page 31.
33 Ibid., page 80.

Ibid., page 169.
35 Ibid., pages 136-137.

Ibid., page 31.
37 Ibid., page 81.

38 Ibid., page 170.



much. as poss ible, into es tab li shed planning cycles ..he Commi s-

sion is of the opinion that the first step of each review shout/

be the submission by the LDC of its long-term supply and demand

forecast and portfolio of natural gas suppliers, including details
of the producers'nd transporters'ontracts. The Commission

will review the extent of long term planning, as well as the pric-

ing mechanisms and mix of long term and spot purchases. This

information will be used in evaluating responsiveness to deregula-

tion within the given constraints.

The acquisition review process should begin in August 1987

with each Class A LDC filing the details of any demand forecast

and acquisition planning procedures already in place. This infor-

mation should be supplied from both the 1986-87 and 1987-88 heat-

ing seasons in order to make the Commission familiar with current

status of acquisition planning for each company, The filings will

be accepted as information to be used in structuring future acqui-

sition reviews; and, unless otherwise notified, no further action

shall be taken. The timing of the review for each company will

depend on the company's established planning cycle. The Commis-

sion will notify each Class A LDC of its annual filing cycle after

reviewing its established procedures. The implementation of each

LDC's acquisition plan will be reviewed on an on-going basis

thrcugh its gas cost adjustment filings. The Commission does not

intend t.o monitor adherence to the plan itself, but to be assured

of least-cost planning and acquisitions.

For smaller gas utilities the Commission will periodically

conduct a prospective review of acquisition practices as part of



purchased gas adjustment filings and general rate cases. Such

proceedings provide the Commission a means of encouraging l.ong-

term planning and reviewing prudency of purchases.

The Commission will continue to intervene in cases before

FE1tC that affect the wholesale suppliers of Kentucky's LDCs. The

Commissicn encourages all Class A natural gas companies to become

active participants in cases and activities that involve their

wholesale suppliers.

The importance of active intervention will increase as pipe-

lines agree to serve as transporters. The pipelines will propose

new rate designs and allocation methods for transportation that

will have a direct bearing on the LDCs'etail services. For

example, TCO mentioned the use of Seasonal Volumetric Obligations

(SVOs). 9 SVOs are seasonal quantities nominated by TCO's

customers to define TCO's service obligations to its wholesale

customers. To effectively evaluate and participate in TCO's SVO

program requires good informati.on on customer demand.

Incentives In Gas Acquisition

In answer to the Commission, at the January 7, 1987, hearing

interested parties testified regarding what incentives could be

built into gas purchasing. Delta described two changes necessary

to build in incentives: one,.eliminating purchased gas adjustment

TCO's response to Commission's Order dated April 18, 1986,
pages 1 and 2.
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clauses; and, two, prov id.ir,g sharehalde s

po ticn af gas savings below target. lev 1.40

r GaE noted that important incentives al eady exist in gas

pu chasing. According to t G&E, LDCs have an incentive to obta i n

1ow cost gas in order to maintain overall customer satisfaction,
especially from industrial customers who can switch to othe

sources of energy. LGLE expressed interest in incentives that

permit sharing of gas cost savings but wanted careful study befo
41implementation.

NKG added the idea of an increased rate of return allowance

for a company that does especially veil in managing gas prccure-

ment. 42 Columbia saw some merit in the idea of an incentive

system but had

Hg, P m~ntimac d

43
no spec i f ic plan to of f er. Both Columbia and

increasing allowed rates of return for LDCs that

per fo.med wel 1 and shar i ng in gas cos t savings below a benchma k.

level. 44

Competition from other gas suppliers and other sources af

energy can provide the most, effective incentive for actively

seeking lover gas supply costs. The use of weighted average cost

of gas in rate design spreads this incentive among industrial

customers with supply alternatives and all other customers. The

40 T.E., pages 35-37.

Ib id., pages 83-84,
42 Ibid., page 123.
43 Ibid., pages 140-142.
44 Ib id., pages 171-172.



Commission will carefully review proposed rate designs to con- de

their effect on gas purchasing incentives.

As pointed out by LGSE, active Commission oversight is an45

important incentive. The Commission has discussed previously in

this Order how it is expanding its oversight of LDCs'as

acquisition practices.

A policy allowing LDCs to retain a portion of gas savings

below a benchmark level, if well constructed, could provide an

additional incentive. Determining the appropriate benchmark and

portion to be shared is difficult, Errors in forecasting or

unforeseen circumstances could result in significant windfalls or

losses for LDCs. A partial pass-througn mechanism could have

unintended influences on an LDC's choice of supplier mix, contract

duration and other'ontract terms. Ho~ever, the Commission will

continue to review evolving gas markets and LDC gas acquisition

practices to determine if additional incentives from a partial

pass-through method would be in the public interest.

UNBUNDIING OF SERVICES AND RATES

Rate design change offers one means of resolving gas market

concerns. Historically, gas purchases involved "full-service"

which included transportation, brokerage, storage, load-balancing,

and sometimes gas production and marketing. The latest trend in

rate design is a "self-serve" approach of unbundling natural gas

rates in response to competition. KIUC stated that rates for

transportation services should be unbundled and based on the cost

page 83.



of prov ldlng sei »ce..n Delta ' opinion, individual.,

priced services would provide greater selection for customer:s wi-n

larger loads. 47 However, Delta is concerned that unbundli.ng o.
services would result in higher prices for the majority of its
customers who are residential or small commercial customers.48

En LG&E's opinion, natural gas rates should be unbundled only

to the extent of separating the cost of gas supply from the dis-

tribution system. WKG thinks sales rates must be unbundled and49

transmission services priced separately in order for the LDC to

discourage bypass of its distribution system.

ULHap believes that any transportation program should provide

the LDC as much flexibility as possible given market conditions

and federal and state regulatory policies'n order to properly

meet these objectives, ULHap believes that rates hould

unbundled to reflect the services provided by the LDC and such

services should be bi.lied separately. Southwire supports t.he

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15a, page 10.

Delta response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15, page 9.

Delta response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15, page 10.

LG&E response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15, page S.

WKG response to Commission's
Question No. 15a, page 19.

Order:dated January 17, 1986,

ULH6,P response to Commission's Order dated Janua,ry 17, 1986,
Question No. 15, page 1.0.
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goal of unbundling the services offered by gas companies s

customers are net forced to purchase services which they do

want or need.

Stand Energy believes that natural gas rates should be

unbundled. In the opinion of Xebec, natural gas rates should be54

unbundled to encourage maximum use of available pipeline capacity,

and to provide more timely response to competitive market pricing

sj.gnalso

However, as Columbia pointed out, it is apparent that the

current FERC policy reflects a departure from the average cost

rate-making concepts. Columbia thinks fully allocated rates56

based on cost responsibility, coupled with the ability of flex

rates to meet competition, will better serve the needs of all gas

cus tomers . ln Columbia 's cpinion, future rate design must give

appropriate weight to flexibility, ad ptabilitv, experimentation,

and "what the market is ~illing tc pay."

Southwire response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, page 3.

Stand Energy response to Corrunission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 15.

Xebec response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15, page 4.

Columbia response to Commission' Order
1986, Question Ho. 10d, page 3.

dated January 17,

Columbia response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question Ho. 15, page 15.



The AG be i ieves that. the Commission must act to pr zv |de

discr iminatory and equa1 access to ( int ras tate ) pipeline t ranspc.—

tati. on services, to require the unbundling of all t.he functions

provided by (intrastate) pipelines, and ko base rate levels cn tne

cost of prov id ing each serv ice (although a phase- in period may be

necessary)a

KIUC discussed the decision of the Pennsylvania Public Utili-

ty Commission to move away from gross margin t.ransportation rat.es

to cost-based transportation rates. KIUC skated its belief that a,

similar decision in Kentucky would benefit both industrial and

residential customers. KIUC found industrial customers would

benefit because they could compete on even terms with industries

in other states for low cost self-help gas. Residential or

"captive" customers would benefit because industrial customers

should not resort to increasingly cheaper alternate fuels and leave

the system entirely according to KIUC.

In order to implement unbundled rates, the Commission finds

it prudent to pursue a moderate course of action. Rapid changes

in rate structure can result in unacceptable levels of economic

AG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986, page
4 ~

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15c, page 11.

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated Ja,nuary 17, 1986,
Question No. 15, page 13.



dislocat i "n threatening reliable service and the f inane.'al hemi,

of some nat~~al gas companies.

The Commission notes t,hat to some extent all Class A 'C-
have unbundled services and rates. All provide a transportation
servi.ce; some provide gas storage; and others offer a brokering

service. The Commission is of the opinion that all Class A LDCs

should continue to offer and, provide separate rates for the sale

and transportation of gas.

For those customers who use the transportation service, each

Class A LDC shall also offer a standby service at a separately

identified rate. The purpose of standby service is to allow a

transportation customer the option of "reserving" access back on

the LDC's system as a sales customer. If a utility needs to

revise its tariff to include a rate for standby service, the

revised tariff shall be filed no later than its next rate ca.se.

Appropriate cost support is required with such filing.
In addition, each Class A LDC shall review its own situation

relative to it,s customers'eeds and its need to compete. Any

service offered by the LDC shall be identified separately in its
tariff with a specific rate. The burden of proof shall be on the

LDC to demonstrate that it does not have the capability to provide

a requested service, or for other reasons should not offer a

service.

Additional services that could be-provided include storage

and brokering. However, the Commission is concerned that broker-

ing may target less expensive gas to certain customers to the

detriment of other customers. To the extent brokering is used to



keep large-v lume end-users on the LDC' system, the Czmmi

of the opinion that an appropriately designed transportation cate
should be abl e to achieve the same result. Ther ef ore, the Commis-

sion will monitor bcokering services by LDCs in order to pcevent

any negative impact on customers who are unable to use such

vice. The Commission will also monitor LDC brokering secvices to

ensure that they compete fairly with non-LDC brokering services.
All other utilities shall ceview their own partic. 'ar situa-

tion to determine what services should be provided in order

compete or that may be requested by its customers. Each service

provided shall be identified individually in the utility's tarif f

with an appropriate cate.
COST-OP-SERVICE

The record indicates a significant. amount of discussion con-

cerning cost-of-service. While the subject itself has been ques-

tioned, it has also been included in answers to questions on com-

petition and natural gas markets. In Columbia's opinion, cost-of-

service should be a first step in unraveling existing distoctions

between rate schedules and in the design of rates which transmit

accurate price signals regarding the coat-of-service. Across-63

the-board rate increases and average cost of gas PGAs clearly

distort the communication of accurate price signals.

Columbia response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 15c, page 16.

Question No. 15f, page 18.
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Both TCQ and Columbia Gulf support cost-based rate-mak ing

the federal and state levels consistent with providing the Elexi-

bility necessary to compete for markets. GTE supports the adop-

tion or unbundled cost-tased rates. In its opinion, fully-

allocated, c=st-based rates with class-equalized rates of return

will benefit GTE in its gas transportati.on program. KIUC thinks

the Commission, as part of this proceeding, should require LDCs to

develop fully allocated, embedded cast-of-service studies showing

the cost-of-service rate for each proposed class of transportation

and each class of gas sales, LGuE thinks cost-based rates are

desirable and should be pursued unless other overriding issues

exist.69
Southern states that since marginal rates are not fully

allocated cost-based rates, some customers are charged an unfair

economic rent for transportation facilities and subsidize other

customers. In the opinion of WKG, now is the time to move

TCO and Columbia Gulf Joint response to Commission's Order
dated January 17, 1986, Question No, 15c, page 8.

GTE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
page 1.

Question No, 10dg page 3.

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15g, page 15.

I.G6 E response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15e, page 9.
Southern response to Commission's Order
1986, Question No. 14, page 17.

dated January 17,



Coward cost based rates. 71 According tz NKG, both the i DC and —;.e

Commission must recognize tcday' market, and move quickly

pr event or avoid further load loss to alternate fuels. Fur ther,

WKG thinks the only logical way to "level the playing field" is co

allo~ the 'C to compete on a cost-of-service sales rate and

correspondingly a cost-of-service transportation rate--not cne

without the other.

In its Draft Order the Commission concluded that since each

I.DC operates in a unique environment, the determination of rele-

vant costs and costing methodology may be equally unique. The

Draft Order proposed requiring cost-of-service studies by each

Class A LDC to be submitted in any proposed changes to rate design

in the next rate case.

At this point it is important to discuss the role of cost-of-

service studies relating to rate design. Columbia stated, "Since

rate design has to consider marketability and many other factors,

cost of service studies just serve as more or less a guideline in

any case." NSA maintained that the Commission should go forward

with the unbundling of services and the adoption of cost-of-

WKG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 10d, pages 7 and 8.

72 Thi d ~

WKG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 15c, page 20.

T.E., page 143.



ser vice t.ranspor tation ~ates. in Del ta's opini n

choosing from amongst ala.ernatives in a cost or servic st dy

differences cf opinicn will arise as to how that study should have

been done."

Delta said, "[cost-of-service studiesj would include

recommendations on the possible de-averaging of the cost. of gas

and how to assign that cost by customer class. This is an area

that Delta very strongly believes must be addressed."

Columbia and LG6E agree that a rate case is the appropriate

means by which to examine cost-of-service studies.

The position of the AG is that, "Other factors withi,n the

Commission directions, such as rate stability and so on, are much

more important than cost allocation in setting the exact rates

that. each customer should pay." ULHaP commented, "Obviously

those commenters who argue for true cost-of-service rates are the

same customers who are most capable of using a.lternat.ive

suppll.es.

NSA response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 2 .

T.E., page 39

'eltareSponse to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 4.

T,E., page 144.

T.E., page 85.

AG response to
page 14.

Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,

ULHE P response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 6.



,he Commission is interested in cost-of-service st td.es
because they provide a starting point in rate design. However,

they are only one factor that the Commission will consider in

designing rates. The Commission believes that other principles
such as adequacy, efficiency, equity, and rate stability are

equa,lly important in designing rate structures.

The principle of efficiency seeks to minimize the total

resource cost associated with the supply of natural gas. Rate

stability is achieved by minimizing the impact of economic dislo-

cation due to changing rate structures. Further, equity demands

an adequate structure that will enable the utility to earn a

capital-attracting rate of return. The role of the Commission is

to ensure that these principles are properly balanced in the rate-

making process.

The Commission finds that cost-of-service studies should be

completed by each Class A LDC operating in Kentucky. The Commis-

sion will consider fully allccated cost studies. The purpose of

the study should be to disaggregate services and assign the appro-

priate cost to each service. The studies should be logically con-

sistent and reproducible, in the sense that any interested party

with some understanding of cost allocation techniques could work

his way through the numbers. The studies should begin with basic

accounting, financial, cost, and system planning data so that the

Commission or others may use the same cost and data to prepare

studies using dif ferent allocation systems. The Commission pre-

fers that the studies be disaggregated to the greatest extent
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poss ible.,'moreover, the models -hould >e avai1able so

alte native assumptions and allocations cauld be examined.

Commission should like to mo e thoroughly analyze th

nf weighted average cost of gas p inciples in ate "esign. The

tern "de-averaging" is sometimes referred to as an alte nate prin-

ciple of allocating the costs of gas to individual cus tome

classes. The Commission requests that cost-of-service studies

also consider how the costs of gas differ by customer class. The

studies should include recommendations on the possible
t

de-averaging of the costs of qas and how to assign that cost by

customer class.
Submission and Selection of Cost-of-Service Studies

In i ts January 17, 1987, Order the Commission requested

fur ther tes t imony r ega rd ing cos t-of-service studies as proposed i t-

the Draft Order. The Commission specified timing the submission

of cost-of-service studies and appropriate methodology to be used

as topics for discussion.

Southern asked the Commission to econsider and revise the

par ts of its Draf t Order which would only allow consideration of

any change in actual rates, rate design, or additional tariff

offe ings of Class A LDCs in a rate case upon completion of

cost-of-service studies. 82 KIUC expressed concern and confusion

t.hat the language of the Draf t Order would literally require

consumers to awai t the voluntary f iling of changes in rate design

82 Southern response to Commission' Order dated September 30,
1986, page 2.



and a.llocation at the pleasure and convenience "f the

Southwi.ce and Western also expressed concern about the timing
84 85

nf cost-of —secvice studies.

LG&E asked the Commission to clarify that, i t cauld amend its
tar if f, simply to provide a minimum volume requirement oc other

minor conforming revisions without a full-blown cate case. 6 LG&E

further stated, ". . .it is unclear why such studies should be

undertaken immediately, where they are likely to become outdated

before an LDC's next rate case and may result in duplicate studies

which are time-consuming and expensive to prepare."87

Southern stated that the Draft Order should be revised to

make clear that Class A LDCs complete transportation cost-of-
secvice studies and promulgate cost-based transportation rates.

forthwith, and that present transportation tariffs remain in

effect pending the implementation of such cost-based rates.
Southern was also of the opinion that the Commission had t.aken a

step backward and was eliminating so-called downward flexibility

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
pages 3 and 4.

Southwire response to Commission's Order dated September 0,
1986, page 4.

Western response to Commission's
.1986, page 8.

Order dated September 30,

LG&E response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 4.

LG&E response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 4.

Southern response to Ccmmission's Order dated September 30,
1986, page 10.
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in marginal transportation rates currently in effect

competition from alternate energy.

The Commission has again reviewed the record concerning

submission of cost-of-service studies and finds they should be

submitted in rhe next rate case of each Class A LDC. As cost-of-

service studies are used in determining cost allocations across

all customer classes, they cannot be separated from a rate case.

The decision to file a rate case is appropriately left to each

utility. However, when the Commission has an issue that requires

a company response it uses an investigat.ive procedure. In the

event a significant interval of time should pass before a Class A

LDC files a rate case with a cost-of-service study, the Commission

may require a response from that LDC. Regarding Southern's

concern about flexibility, the Commission will continue to allow a

flexible rate provision, Finally, the Commission confirms LGsE's

commentary that conforming tariff changes, not involving rates,

will be considered outside a rate case.

Selection of Cost-of-Service Methodology

In answer to the Commission's January 17, 1987, request for

testimony, Delta stated, "We do not feel that a generic approach

to cost-of-service studies is appropriate." LG6,E and WKG

agreed with Delta.

Southern response to Commission's Order dated September 30,
1986, page 10.

T.E., page 38.

T.E., page 85.
92 T.E., page 110.



GTE said the C-mmiss.ion had not had the t ime or r ece ' ez

adequate testimony about the merits or deficiencies of avai.lab:

cost--of-service methodologies to select one or two and impose them

all LDCs. 93 GTE suggested that the Commission consider the

question of an appropriate methodology on a case-by-case basis.9
En the opinion of Southwire, the Commission could avoid delay

by setting a timetable for the filing of a rate case based on cost

of service and for a generic consideration of appropriate cost-ci-
service methodclogies. The AG stated, "The Commission should

consider cost allocation studies after it has established a fair

and uniform methodology or set up a range for the studies as

suggested by t.he AG, but it should not slavishly folio~ them or

suggest that someho~ they yield a 'correct. answer.'"

WKG encouraged the Commission to set up a conference with

each utility to discuss how the cost-of-service study should be

filed and what methods should be used.

The record indicates that the parties have different opinicns

concerning the selection of a cost-of-service methodology. The

LDCs and GTE generally prefer a case-by-case decision on cost

allocation methodologies. Southwire and the AG recommend a

T.E., page 178.

Tb;d,

Southwire response to Commission's Order dated September 30,
1986, page 6.

AG response to Commission's Cjrder dated September 30, 1986,
pages 13 and 14.

T.E., page 105.



generic approach KIUC believes the coincident demand =r seal

responsibility

appropriate.

method explained in Cas Rate Fundamentals is m-st

The Commission finds that there are signif icant differences

among Class A LDCs that merit case-by-case decisions on cost-=r-

service methodclogies. The Commission is of the opinion that each

Class A LDC should schedule an informal conference early in the

development of its cost-of-service study. The Commission staf f,

as well as intervenors from the company's last rate case, should

be invited to participate.

As several -mmenters stated, there are a variety of tech-

niques available for cost-of-service studies. The Commission

acknowledges that there is not a single acceptable method to pre-

pare such a study. Each LDC is encouraged to choose the method it

finds appropriate.

The Commission is concerned about cost-of-service methodolo-

gies that place all the emphasis on maximum design day as a, way tz

allocate costs. This method may result in an inappropriate shirt

of costs to the residential customer class. For this reason,

cast-of-service methodologies should give some consideration to

volume of use,

TRANSPORTATION

aurden of Proof

In accord with KRS 278.490 and KRQ 278.505, transportation

should be contingent only on the availability of adequate capacity

T.E., page 197.



to deliver che gas. As 1 ng as uti li t ies have unused capac i.-y

their systems, transportation will help maximize the efficient
of those facilities.

In this case, the Commission asked the question of who should

bear the burden of proof when a request for transportation serv'e
is made. GTE, KIUC, Southern, and Stand Energy support99 100 101

placing the burden of proof on utilities to show they cannot

transport natural gas upon request. According to Southern, the~e

would be no practical or theoretical way for a customer to prove

that the utility's system had transportation capacity which the

utility denied it had; conversely, the utility could easily

demonstrate such lack of capacity if it exists.
LGLE believes the burden of proof should fall on the one.

proposi ng the transportation. NKG is neutral on shifting the

burden of or"of.
holds itself out to

In WKG's opinion, if a regulated utility
be an open access transporter, the proper

GTE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 12d, Page 6.

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 12d, Page 5.

Southern response to Commission's Order
1986, Question No. 12, page 13,

dated January 17,

Stand Energy response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No, 12.

LGsE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 12d, page 5.

WKG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 12d, pages 12 and 13.



forum is air ady in place - require the utili:y t- shc.

befor e the Commission why i t cannot t ranspor t a particular suzpl,

of natural gas.

The Commission is of the opinion that the LDC is best able

determine the -apacity of its system. The burden of proof should

rest on the LDC to show why it cannot transport gas. This respon-

sibility will require the LDC to disclose distribution capacity

information to avoid duplication of facilities. While this pro-

vision avoids undue restriction of large volume end-users access

to cheaper sources of natural gas, it allows competition to

develop when surplus capacity on the LDC is not available.

Priority of Service

In its January 17, 1986, Order the Commission asked, "What.

should be the priority on allocating transportation and supply

capacity of the LDC among its customers?" Columbia responded,

"( t ) he protect ion of high-priority gas consumers and the integrity

of their supplies on either a peak or annual basis must be

assured "107 Delta assigned top priority to full-service loads

supplied by the LDC, followed in descending priority by inter-

ruptible LDC loads, firm transportation and interruptible

transportation. WKG proposed an extensive priority arrangement

l.06

Columbia response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 13, page 12.

Delta response to Commission's Order dated. January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 7.



headed by sales customers:'nder the LDCs 'istoric cur t i..:,r„en

categor res (i..e., preference tv firm and high priority users)."~9

LG6, E s imp ly stated that supply and transportation capacit;
should always be allocated such that human needs requirements

sat.isfied before all other requirements. GTE also recognized110

the human element in its comment that priority within a class

during a gas shortage should be based on social ~eeds, as are the

exist.ing allocation categories, and not on transportation versus

retail "11

KIUC and Xebec shared the opinion tha,t all types of

firm service should receive priority over all types of

interruptible service.

In its Draft Order, the Commission proposeo that firm service

should have priority over interruptible service within the guide-

lines cf current curtailment tariffs. Comments filed by KIUC in

response to the Draft Order supported the Commission's

proposal.

NKG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 16.

LGaE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No, 13, page 6.

GTE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 8.
KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 6.

Xebec response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 3.

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 2 ~



Dur ing ne subsequent hear ing on the Draft Qrder,

Columbia - testified that there .'s no difference between,'6

sales and f irm t ranspor tat ion in terms of qual ity of serv i-e

received; ther efor e, there should be no dif ference in cur tai lment

priorit.y between the two. Delta, in its testimony, sought. to

define two types of curtailment and distinguish curtailment

priorities depending on whether the need for curtailment arose

because of facility constraints or supply shortages.

The Commission i.s of the opinion that a distinction may be

made in reasons for curtailment. In general, the Commission f inds

that firm sales and firm transportation should always be awarded a

higher priority than interruptible sales and interruptible

transportation.

It is reasonable that when a supply shortage develops, the

one using that supply should be curt.ailed. If the shortage is in

sa,les system gas supply, then the sales customers should be

curtailed in order of priority given in approved curtailment

procedures. If the supply shortage is in gas which the I.DC merely

transports, then the transportation customer or customers whose

supply is diminished should be curtailed.

Should the need for cur tailment arise because of facility

constra.ints, firm customers--be they sales or transportation--

should have priority over interruptible customers. Within this

T.E., page l79.

T.E., page l49.

T.E., pages 44-46.



div is ion, pr i. r s ty shouid t e ass i oned as in t he ccmpany ' zr pr

curtailment procedures.

A =ustomer has tne option to choose among various serv:.c
-fferings and sno d receive the priority of service for which

is willing to pay the associated charges. The Commission is of

the opinion that the distincticn in curtailment priorities should

be consistent with the risk cne incurs in making purchasing deci-

sions. Hut in all cases, human needs must take priority.
Tariffs

The fact that transportation service can replace sales

service, thereby resulting in increased gas costs for remaining

sales customers, points out the need for proper assignment of

costs in establishing what services are made available and what

their rates will be. The Commission has been moving gradually

toward unbundling of services. The rates for transportation

service on the rive Class A LDCs are generally set at the grcss

Therefore, the LDC has an opportunity to obtain a con-

tr ibution to fixed costs. The Commission has allowed the trans-

portation rate to be flexed up or down to compete with alternate

fuels.

The current transportation tariffs of Columbia and ULHs,P

limit availability by requiring an alternate fuel capability

except by special contract. The tariffs of Delta, LGGE, and HKG

do not contain this requirement. The object of the Commission is

to encourage use of the LDCs'ystem by maintaining nondiscrim-

inatory open transportation tariffs. In addition, LDCs may make

available transportation tariffs to compete with alternate fuels,



sub j ect to t he Commission ' approval, cn a case-oy-case

End-users who can arrange fcr. its own supply of lower cost
natura'as

should be allcwed access t- the existing dist.trbuticn network.

This enhances competition for the acquisition of i atural gas and

in accord wi.ch KRS 278.507, may facilitate greater use cf natural

gas produced in Kentucky.

The Commission finds that LDCs should offer transportation on

a nondiscriminatory basis. This means that transportation will be

available to any end-user who can arrange for its own supply of

natural gas unless the capacity simply does not exist. The Com-

mission is aware that problems do occur with load balancing and

accounting for receipt and delivery of natural gas in transporta-

tion. Thus, availability may be subject to a minimum volume

reguirement that will address these concerns.

The Commission finds that guidelines are apprcpri.ate to

assist the natural gas utilities in revising transportation

tariffs. The Commission will examine proposed transportation

tariffs on a case-by-case basis. Utilities may be allowed to

deviate from these guidelines based upon the circumstances of

their service areas and customer needs. While the Commission is

requiring all Class A LDCs and other intrastate transporters of

natural gas to file a nondiscriminatory transportation tariff, its

precise form and conditions may vary.

Transportation service should be provided without discrimi-

nation as to type and location of customer. All utilities should

offer nondiscriminatory transportation, subject to available

capacity, to any customer who requests it on a first come, fi.rst
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se r ved bassa. I t shall be ™resumed that capaci ty,'s ava z lao', e

the ut il 'y's system. The burden of proof shall be on the uti i

to pr"ve that capacity is not available.

For each transportation service a fixed rate shall e

established wnich reflects an appropriate assignment of costs,

considering both variable costs and fixed costs of the system.

Concerning the Commission's questions at the hearing on

January 7, 1987, the Class A LDCs all supported the allowance

transportation tariffs designed to compete with alternate fuels.

Such a flex tariff would include provisions to flex up or down

from a fixed charge to compete with alternate fuels. The Commis-

sion is of the opinion that utilities may offer a flexible

transportation rate to meet alternate fuel competition with t.he

understanding that the utility must document and fully support the

cessity to change the fixed rate i.n its next general rate case.

In instances where the transportation rate is flexed Ercm the

fixed rate, the utility should notify the Commission. Further,

the Commission will not allow flexing to subsidize competition by

reducing transportation rates below cost.

At t.he discretion of the LDC a contract may be required for

t ranspor tation service, The availability of transportation

service may have a minimum volume requirement, subject to the

Commission's approval, to help balance the utility's planning and

contractual needs. The volume level shculd be determined by each

utility and included in its tariff.
The location of entry points necessary for the transportat.ion

of gas through a uti.lity's system should be determined by that
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transpor t.ing u". ~ li ty. The burden zf prooF shall be cn the us~i

to demonstrate why a connection cannot be made at a specific
locati.cn Any construction necessary to accomplish each connec-

ti.on snould be conducted or supervised by the transporting util—

ity. All connections should be made at the expense of the one

requesting the service. The tr,ansporting utility should own and

maintain each connection made with it.
An LDC maintains no obligation to provide sales service t" a

transportation customer who fails to purchase standby sales

service or some other means of reserving capacity. Transportation

customers retain no entitlements to previous gas purchases beyond

contract provisions.

SERVICE AREAS

Gas utility tariffs generally list the communities which the

utility serves. The Commission finds it undesirable to designate a

precise geographical area for each utility's service area.

Although the Commission will not establish maps for natural gas

service areas, any user of natural gas is assumed to be a customer

of the distribution company serving other residential, commercial,

and industrial customers in the vicinity. Likewise, any new

customer should be presumed a customer of the LDC. This will allow

the LDC first opportunity to serve customers and promote use of

the LDC's facilities, yet the territories will remain open to

provide access to competition.

Some of the parties suggested that this arrangement is

unlawful delegation of the Commission's authority. However, the

Commission is merely presuming that the LDC has the ability to



ser ve any cust -mer s that may locate within a reasonable pr-.<

of its existing facilities. The ultimate decision on whether

LDC or a competing utility will provide the service remains ~i-h

the C-mmission This practice does not, differ from curren=

practice, nor does it. differ from what might occur i,f servi-e

a.reas were established. The Commission intends for the existing

distribution facilities to be used optimally. If there is a void

in the system which can be remedied most efficientl.y by tne

construct.ion of facilities by someone other than the LDC, it
should be allowed. Ho~ever, this policy merely recognizes that

the LDC generally has the facilities in place that can be used

economically to meet normal growth and demand for gas within a

given locales

BYPASS

The Commission recognizes two types of potential bypass

facing LDCs. First, bypass of the LDC for natural gas supply and,

second, physical bypass of the transmission and distribut.ion plant

of the LDC. The Commission asked the question in this docket, "Do

you support or oppose bypass of the LDCP Explain."

LDCs were unanimous in opposing bypass, Delta is opposed to

bypass because of resultant higher rates to remaining

customers.

Delta. response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 6.



Columbia, WKG, and LG&E also raised the issue cf'19, 120 . - 121

adverse 'mpact cn remaining customers caused by virtually the

fixed ==st being spread over smaller sales volume, According

LG&E, allowing bypass of the LDC's system would result i.n

selective market raiding of large, high load factor customers.l

LG&E pointed out that this is commonly referred to as

"cream-skimming" and takes away customers that are important fcr

load management. Off-peak customers are important to the

efficient use of transmission and distribution systems, but they

are also the class of customers capable of leaving the system

entirely by switching to alternate fuels.

In Columbia's opinion, when the LDC can effectively provide

sales or transportation service at a cost to the end-user less

than cr equal to the end-user's value of service, as defined by

alternate or replacement energy cost, bypass should not be

permitted. While Columbia's comment was made in opposition r.o

Columbia response to Commission's Order
1986, Question No. 13, page 11.

dated January 17,

WKG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 14.

I G&E response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 5.

LG&E response to Commission ' Order dated January 17, 1986,
Quest ion No. 13, page 5.
Tbi 8

Columbia response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 13, page 11.



bypass, it would probably be acceptable to several pac-'es

made comments supporting bypass.

The opinion of the pcoponents of bypass is well represented

by the comments of Southwire. According to Southwice, the mere

threat of competition can accomplish the same positive benefits as

actual competition, and a full, fair, unobstructed opportunity to

compete with the LDC will induce better LDC performance.

Southwire further stated its belief that if the LDC would use its

purchasing power and proper rate design principles, the interest

in bypass coul.d be eliminated. 6 Stand Energy127 and Xebec128

also saw the opportunity for bypass as an incentive for LDCs. In

the opinion of GTE, the option to bypass will force LDCs to become

more efficient and is conceptually no different from an end-user's

installation of alternate fuel capabilities. KIUC also

supported the ability to bypass but stated that the real

possibility of bypass is gceatly diminished by compet.itive gas

transportation and sales rates of an LDC.

126

Southwire response to Commission's
1986, page 9.

Order dated Janua.cy 1.7,

Stand Energy response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 13.

Xebec response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 2.

GTE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 7.

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 6.



..oceover, KIUC stated that bypass does riot always meal

abandonment of the LDC. his point was also mad,e by Souther~131

who saw bypa sse r s as rema i n i ng connect ed to the LDC and va c y 'ng

the mi.x of LDC gas, bypass gas, and transporta.tion to achi.eve an

optimum balance between price and reliability considerations.13-

TCQ and Columbia Gulf do not favor bypass of their wholesale

customers. They prefer selling or transporting gas to

wholesale customers for sale to end-users, except in certain

instances, where a customer might switch to alternate fuels oc the

load is one which the wholesale customec could not accommcdate,

The comments of Tennessee express a similar desire to allow the

LDC to be competitive but, likewise, Tennessee would consider

bypass sales if the load were to be lost to an alternative energy

source.135

The Commission's authorization of transportation programs has,

in effect, permitted supply bypass of the LDC. This type or

bypass allo~s a customer flexibility to determine the level of

supply reliability and distribution company service it wants. In

their comments, all of the parties acknowledged cectain supply and

Southern response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 13, page 16.

TCO and Columbia Gulf Joint response to Commission's Order
dated Januacy 17, 1986, Question No. 13, page 6.

Tennessee and Midwestern Joint response to Commission's Gcdec
dated January 17, 1986, Question No. 13, page 12.



r eliabi.l>.ty risks associated with bypass. Recognizing

factors, each customer must assess the risk and management

variables when it enters the market for its own source of naturaI.

gas supply. The Commission finds this flexibility to te in the

public interest as a means of reducing the overall cost of natural

gas supplies to all consumers. Thus the LDC; as well as end-

users, will be striving to obtain the most reasonably priced

natural gas.

The matter of physical bypass of an LDC's system requires

additional consideration. Recent changes in federal regulation

have created numerous opportunities in arranging natural gas

supply. This Commission is responsible for ensuring that gas

service in Kentucky is cffered at fair, just, and reasonable rates

and in the public interest. As Columbia points cut, the Commis-

sion must assert certificate authority over this situati.on to

balance the interest of all affected customers. LGGE equates

unrestri cted bypass with allowing a second utility to run mains up

and down the street hooking up any customer it can.137 The

Commission is a~are of an additional consideration, especially

important to local governments: bypassers may escape the taxes

that are collected by LDCs for local governments and school

districts.

Columbia response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 11, page 7.

LGs E r.esponse to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 6.



In its Draft Order the Commission proposed thar. 3 certi.fic3re
of convenience and necessity should be requi~ed for any entity

proposing physical bypass of an LDC. Comments submitted by GTF.,

in response to the Draft Order, were indicative of most indus-

trials'omments in stating tha,t a physical bypass facility not

available to or for the public is not a utility and does not need

a certificate. Further, GTF. stated that it is beyond the138

Commission's jurisdiction to require such a certificate.
Southwire agreed sayi ng only a utility can be required to apply

for a certificate. KIUC thought it unwise to attempt to

regulate the construction of bypass facilities which it sees as a

pro-competitive threat. KIUC, along with TCO and Columbia

Gulf, questioned the Commission's authority to regulate

construction of interstate pipelines'acilities.
The AG would require companies physically bypassing the |.DC

to pay an exit fee to compensate the LDC for the costs associated

139

GTE response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 3.

Southwire response to Commission's Order dated September 30,
l986, page 12.
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KIUC response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 5.

TCO and Columbia Gulf joint response to the Commission' Order
dated September 30, 1986, page 4.



wi th disco t.inuing ser vice and abandoning or ma i.ntaininz:.—.e
investment needed to servo the custcmer.

The Commission requested t.est imony regarding the following
question in the January 7, 1987, hearing, "In what instance should

a certificate for physical bypass not be required?" Delta,"46

sE 146 WKG 147 Columbia 148 and ULH6P149 all state'd

certificate and PSC approval should be required in every

situation.

Briefs submitted following the hearing were divided along the

lines previously stated for each party, Generally, the LDCs would

have the Commission require a certificate for any type of physical

bypass. The AG supports the Commission's jurisdiction over by-

pass, but consi 'ers the proposed policy for regulation to be too

restrictive.
GTE, Southwire, and NSA, in a combined brief, supported

shifting the burden of proof to the party opposing a bypass

AG response to Commission's Order dated September 30, 1986,
page 6o

145 T E

146
page 43.

I

page 90.

T.E,, page 129.
148

149 T E

page 148.

page 170.

AG Brief
6.

in response to Public Hearing January 7, 1987, page

-62"



situation; and, absent a showing to the cont-~ry, rhe pu~l

convenience and necessity would be assumed to exist.I~I
The rema.ining briefs essentially agreed with Alcan in taking

the position that an entity establishing physical bypass an LDC

at its own expense and for its own pr ivate use does not fit the

statutory definition of a utility and therefore cannot be required

to obt,ain a certificate. The Commission has discussed earlier

in this Order, under the heading PSC Jurisdiction, the definitions

of "utility" and "public" and how they are applied.

The Commission finds that a utility proposing physical bypass

of an LDC in order to accommodate the use of natural gas by an

end-user should be required to make application to this Commission

requesting a certificate of convenience and necessity to bypass

the LDC. No construction of any sort should be permitted before

the certificate proceedings are completed. The Commission finds

this necessary to prevent duplication of facilities and to protect

the public interest.

If a bypass is proposed because an LDC does not have

transportation capacity available, or for any other reason is

unwilling to serve, the burden of proof should be on the LDC to

show the reasons why it is unable or unwilling to serve. The

Commission finds it appropriate to place the burden of proof on

GTE, Southwire, and NSA Brief in response to Public Hearing
January 7, 1987, page 11.

Alcan Brief in response to Public Hearing January 7, 1987,
page 3.



the LDC for ~ ~ ~ 8 arne reasons the ourden of rroof 'n ™znzpoz

capacity was placed on the LDC on page 49 of this Order.

Following a. determination that any proposed construction does

not represent a duplication of facilities, and that the proposed

bypass is in the public interest, a certificate of convenience and

necessity may be .issued under the terms of KRS 278.020„ T'-.e

Commission is of the opinion that its policy will encourage LDCs

to participate in competition at the wholesale level while pro-

moting use of the existing retail distribution system, yet will

not prohibit greater access to natural gas.

Finally, the Commission is of the opinion that an end-user

who builds, owns, operates and controls a pipeline for its sole

use, and for the sole purpose of providing itself with natural gas

for its own use is not subject to regulation. In this instance„

there is no public sale. However, this is not an open invitation

to bypass the existing utility network.

An end-user may construct its own facilities to connect to a

utility supplier. However, that utility supplier, whether a

producer, transporter or distributor, must apply to the Commission

for a certificate of convenience and necessity prior to the

connection of its facilities with those of the end-user. In this

case, there is a sale to the public. To allow end-users to build

facilities that connect with existing utility facilities without

some oversight could result in uneconomic use of the production

and distribution system. Furthermore, because one of the goals of

this proceeding is to treat all participants in the industry

fairly, it would be unjust to require regulated companies to



cert i.f icate the.'r construction, but allow end-user s an unf et ".

oppor tunity to connect to those facilities without some proof

need and without allowing the existing utility an opportunity

provide the service
The Commission asked other questions in this docket

concerning a utility's obligation to bypassers and the Commis-

sion's obligation to bypassers. The record indicates that most

parties agree that a utility's obligation to serve should be

modified. Southern summed this up by stating that an LDC should

be released from its obligation to serve commensurate with the

nature and extent of bypass. KIUC stated that a utility should.

be obligated to serve where it has the capacity to serve." In

general the comments seemed to imply that reservation charges or

standby fees are in order for bypassers that desire the comfort of

having some level of reserved service with an LDC. Again, to

quote KIUC,

(c)learly customers who have left the system cannot
expect a bypassed LDC to jeopardize service to existing
customers in order to serve them in the event that their
better deal goes sour, unless the LDC receives some fee
commensurate with the cost of reserving capacI,)v and gas
for that customer on the distribution system.

Southern response to Commission's Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 12, page 12.

154 KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 12, page 5.

KIUC response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 7.



In response to the question "Should t>e Commission have

regulatory responsibility to bypassers ~ "~ wKG said "no",
did LG6 E. 157 In Columbia s opinion the~e should be significantI

regulation of bypassers to assure that the needs of the publ.i.c are

fully served. 158 Delta agreed that the Commission's obligation
extends to the same factors of fair rates, reliability, safety,
nondiscriminatory service, and proper operations as for other

utility customers. GTE agreed that the Commission has an

obligation to assure fair and equitable treatment and that any

customer bypassing the LDC should be considered as a potential new

customer for the LDC. Xebec shared in this opinion that the

Commission has an obligation to ensure that if a bypasser requests

the LDC to reestablish gas service, such service is
indeed'eestablishedif capacity and/or supply is available.

The Commission recognizes that in crder for an LDC

maintain its ability to act as a merchant of natural gas and meet

its obligation to serve, it must make certain supply commitments.

NKG response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 17.

LGsE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question Mo. 13, page 7.

Columbia r esponse to Commi ss ion ' Order
1986, Question No. 13, page 13.

dated January 17,

Delta response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 8.

GTE response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
page 10.

Xebec response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 13, page 3.



These commitments are eliminated to the extent that a cust m2r

elects to bypass the LDC. The Commission finds it fair and rea-

sonable for an LDC to offer a reservation or standy-by fee as a

part of its tariff schedule to reserve the level of supply or

capacity commitment desired by bypassers.

In its Draft Order the Commission proposed to require a

reasonable re-entry fee from bypassers that make no reservations

on the system and then request supply and/or transportation from

the LDC. The Commission later asked for testimony on re-entry

fees vs. exit fees for bypassers.

LGsE expressed concern that exit fees were difficult to

enforce without a contractual agreement for a period of

service. WKG did not see exit fees as realistic for.

interruptible customers and GTE was concerned that they could

be punitive.164

GTE opposed re-entry fees because it saw the fees as limiting

the ability to return to the system. Columbia recognized this

same concern but resolved it by proposing that the fees be

optional. According to LG6E, re-entry fees make the most sense

T.E., page 89.

T.E., page 129.
164 T E

165
page 179.

page 177.
66 T E page 147



where the additional cost "o bring a customer back on the system

can be demonstrated.

The Commission finds that it is reasonable in cases where

bypasser chooses not to reserve a place with the LDC, that the LDC

may require a reasonable re-entry fee when the bypasser comes back

to request supply and/or transportation from the LDC. The

re-entry fee should be determined by tariff and considered by the

Commission on a case-by-case basis. The size of the bypasser and

LDC and the LDC's pipeline commitments should be among the factors

considered in determining a reasonable re-entry fee.
ORDERS

IT ZS THEREFORE ORDERED that:

1. Within 30 days of the date of this Order, all utilities

that have not previously done so shall file with this Commission

their current rates, maps of their facilities, and a description

of their business activities.

2. The Commission shall reserve the right of open access to

t:he records of any subsidiaries acting as brokers or dealers of

nat.ural gas. The Commission shall review the operations of the

regulated company to ensure that no cross-subsidy or unfair

competition exists.
3. The Commission shall conduct annual purchasing reviews

of the Class A LDCs. Each Class A LDC shall file the details of

its demand forecast and acquisition planning procedures for the

T.E., pages S9 and 90.



1986-87 and 1987-88 heating seasons with tNis Commission by August

30, 1987.

No laCer than its next rate case, each Class A I.DC shall

include in its tariff separate rates for the sale and transporta-

tion of natural gas and a separate rate for standby service.

5. Each Class A LDC shall complete a cost-of-service study

as called for herein to be submitted in its next rate case. This

study shall be used as the starting point for rate design. No

change in actual rates or rate design will be considered outside a

rate case proceeding.

6. Each LDC shall notify the Commission's staff and parti.es

to the company's last rate case early in the development of its

cost-of-service study. The Commission shall then convene aa

informal conference of its staff, the LDC, and interested parties

to discuss

applications.

proposed cost-of-service methodologies and

7. Each utility operating within the Commonwealth of

t(entucky shall offer transportation of natural gas on a nondis-

criminatory basis, first come, first served. There shall be a

rebuttable presumption that capacity does exist on an LDC's system

for natural gas transportation. The burden of proof shall zest on

the LDC to show that it cannot transport natural gas as requested.

Priority shall be given to firm sales and firm transportation over

interruptible sales and interruptible transportation. Should the

need for curtailment arise, the curtailment priority shall be

determined by the cause of curtailment. Class A LDCs and trans-

porters shall maintain such tariffs on file at the Commission.
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Any Class A LDC not i.n compliance shall amend its current trans-

portation tariffs to the extent necessary within 30 days of the

date of this Order. All other utilities shall prepare and submit

such tariffs to the Commission as needed.

8. A fixed rate shall be stated for each type of

transportation service. In addition, a flexible transportation

tariff may be offered to compete with alternate fuels. A minimum

volume requirement may be established for transportation service

sub ject to Commission approval.

9. Any user of natural gas is presumed to be a customer of

the distribution company serving other residential, commercial,

and industrial end-users in the

arear'0.

Any utility proposing phys'cal bypass of an LDC's system

shall obtain a certificate of convenience and necessity from this

Commission, Said utility shall make such filing according to the

Commission's Rules of procedure for obtaining a certificate of

public convenience and necessity for new construction or extension

pursuant to the requirements of 807 KAR 5:001.
11, To the extent that an end-user chooses to bypass its

LDC, the LDC shall be relieved of its obligation to that customer.

An LDC may require a reasonable re-entry fee when the end-user

requesting service has previously bypassed its system. The fee

shall be subject to the Commission's approval on a case-by-case

basis.



Done at Fxankfor t,. Yen.tricky', this," 2.9~~.mg, g5 ~~y,. 1987.



APPENDIX B

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2010-00146 DATED /yPR II 9 +IIII

Competitive Market Safeguards identified in the Commission's
November 3, 2008 Letter to the General Ass~ambi

The Commission should have some regulatory oversight over the marketer and
must be able to certify the marketers upon a finding of financial, technical and
managerial expertise.

The marketers must be required to renew their certificates to operate in Kentucky
every two years.

The marketer must maintain official corporate information on file with the
Commission and should file a tariff setting forth the terms and conditions of
service.

The marketer must be subject to the consumer complaint process.

The Commission must be allowed to assess penalties against the marketer if the
marketer fails to: (a) abide by contractual terms with the customer or the utility;

or (b) follow any rules established by the Commission, whether for safety, billing,

reporting, general practices, etc.

The potential penalty should include the authority to revoke, suspend, modify,
limit, or condition the certification and should include the authority to assess a
monetary penalty payable to the General Fund as with penalties assessed
against regulated utilities.

The marketer should be required to file a code of conduct in a filed tariff or follow
a code of conduct established and approved by the Commission and set forth in

the utility's tariff.

The marketer should be subject to KRS 278.130, KRS 278.140, and KRS
278.150, which provide for annual reports and payment of annual assessments.

The marketer must be prohibited from unreasonably discriminating against
customers as set forth in KRS 278.170.

10. The marketer must be prohibited from transferring certificates to operate as a
marketer without Commission approval.



The marketer must be prohibited from transferring customers without customer
approval.

12. The marketer must be prohibited from abandoning or terminating contracts with a
utility without providing at least 60 days'otice to the Commission, and the
Commission must grant approval of such termination.

The utility must be statutorily designated as the supplier of last resort.

14. The utility should be allowed to require the marketer to post a performance bond
or other evidence of financial security in the event of abandonment. The method
for calculating the amount of the bond should be set forth by statute or regulation.

15. Customers must be provided educational materials from the utility and the
marketer.

The marketer must be required to file monthly rates with the Commission and the
rates must be made available to customers.

17. The utility should be required to include the gas cost charged by the marketer in

its regular customer bills. The marketer will pay a reasonable cost to the utility

for this service.

18. Only major incumbent utilities with a certain minimum number of customers
should be required to participate. Smaller utilities should not be required to
participate.

Marketers should be required to clearly list and advertise all price offerings. The
specifics and parameters of all offers should be easily understood. Perhaps the
format of offers should be set forth.

20. The statute should state that costs incurred by the utilities relating to being the
supplier of last resort (capacity assignment, for example) should be charged to
marketers as appropriate.

21. The Actual Cost Adjustment (the over- or under-recovery of the utility's Expected
Gas Cost) should continue for choice customers for 12 months after the switch to
a marketer.
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